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 “30th of OCTOBER” Anniversary of Tsunami 

You might be amazed when you first hear the 

word “anniversary of a disaster”. Interesting, 

but real. We show our respect by remembering 

those memories. This day means a lot for Teos 

Marina Family. From the first moment of the 

disaster, we started rescue operations without 

ceasing, leaving behind a year in which the 

wounds were healed quickly and built even a 

stronger structure than before. 

  A major earthquake was followed by an 

unprecedented tsunami in the history of the 

Mediterranean Sea. During the disaster piers 

and groundline chains broke off, the boats were 

dragged out of the marina and some of them sunk. We have witnessed a huge chaos and a lot of losses. It’s 

been a year since 86-year-old Fatma Erçetin lost her life in Sığacık Kaleici by sinking into the flood. R.I.P. 

 We would like to thank to our valuable staff, who make up the Teos Marina Family , to our valuable 

yachtsmen, who did not avoid to show their dedication and understanding even a little bit, to  the institutions 

and associations that listened to our call for help and supported us once again for their helpfulness. On the 

other hand, the maritime sector has once again proved to us how it can collaborate to heal the wounds of all 

it’s stakeholders in case of need. 

 All damages were repaired immediately, It would be very appropriate to say that Teos marina was born from 

it’s ashes. The photo dated October 30, 2020 will never be forgotten. It will be remembered as the first 

tsunami disaster in the history of Turkey. But the photo showing the current situation is a picture of us 

proudly saying that we are here.        



 Big social event with two amazing concerts 

 August 30 Victory Day and 9 September Liberation of 

Izmir were celebrated with two concerts at the Teos 

Marina Festival Area. There were moments with full 

of music and fun in Teos marina Bazaar where the 

attendance was high. Sunshine Band and Kurtalan 

Ekspres took the stage. The enthusiastic crowd 

sometimes danced, sometimes accompanied the 

songs with the flash lights of their phones.  

Swordfish becomes the star of TMT 

 52 boats participated in open-sea fishing tournament “Tuna Masters Teos”. Team Veloce took the 1st place 

by catching 95,9 Kg tuna. The team made of three members achieved to catch 3 fishes at the end of the 

second day and also ranked 1st in the category of catching the most fish. Also 74.5 Kg swordfish left it’s mark 

on the tournament. The tournament, organized by Murat Iyriboz and Elvio Pennetti, is considered as one of 

the most important open-sea fishing tournament in Europe. The tournament took place in the Garden of 

Eden. The atmosphere, reminiscent of a resort village, received admiration from all the contestants.  

Driftwood artist Cem Özipek exhibited his 

artworks by opening an exhibition “Art 

Coming from the Sea“ during the 

tournament. Thanks to the contributions 

of the Mediterranean Fisheries Research, 

Production and Training Institute, we 

released 5.000 fries inside of the marina 

with the slogan of “Catch 1, Release 

1000”. In order to help the bream fries to 

get used to sea they were taken to a pool 

first. Afterwards they were released with 

buckets into the sea by our little guests, 

kids.  



 Explore the underwater world of Seferihisar 

 Dear underwater lovers, Serenad 

Diving Center, located in the Teos 

Marina Bazaar, offers you SSI (Scuba 

Schools International) Certificate 

Programs with digital educational 

materials and  high quality education 

philosophy, from beginner to 

instructor level. 

 SSI Education System lets 

participants schedule their own 

online trainings and teaches 

everything in depth in accordance 

with their own calendars. Classroom 

and pool studies help to reinforce 

everything learned. 

  Prior preperations are made before openwater diving sessions. Trainer helps trainee in getting prepared 

with the equipment and before they go an openwater experience he gives them enough time to get used to 

the underwater environment. The knowledge elicitied from pool sessions are reinforced by completing the 

openwater diving for 4 times, at least. 

  You can discover Aegean’s unrevealed underwater heaven at Sığacık by attending Serenad Diving Center’s 

daily tours with 6.5 meter-speed boat. Participants have pleasant moments at unbelieveable and unique 

diving spots by attending this diving sessions. 

Traditional dish ‘Pumpkin Sinkonta’ on board 

 Famous in Aegean Region, “Sinkonta” is cooked often 

especially in Izmir and Manisa. It’s actually originated from 

Island of Crete. When onion, garlic and other spices come 

together with sweetness of pumpkin, it turns out a very nice 

practical dish actually. Ingredients: 3 slices of pumpkin, 1 

big onion, 1 spoon of flour, 2 dessert spoons of butter, 7 

spoons of olive oil, 6 cloves of garlic, 1 tea spoon of black 

pepper, 2 tea spoons of salt, 2 tea spoons of flaked red 

pepper, 1 dessert spoon of peppermint, 3 spoons of yogurt… 

 First of all wash all the pumpkins, peel their skin off and 

slice them in medium size. Then peel garlics and onions skin’s off as well. Do not forget to keep one clove of 

garlic for yogurt. Slice onions and garlics in jumbo size. By slicing onions in Jumbo size you can prevent them 

to burn easily. Lay onions and garlics down on oven tray as basement, then pumpkin slices as first layer. 

 Add 5 spoons of olive oil, 1,5 tea spoon of sea salt, 1 tea spoon of blackpepper, mint and flaked red pepper, 

then mix them up in a bowl. You can also add 1 teaspoon of tomato paste in this souce if you prefer. Pour this 

mixture on top of pumpkins. Afterwards, strew flour on top of everything and bake them around 20 min in 

preheated oven at 180 degree. Then add 1 clove of smashed garlic into yogurt and pour it on your meal with 

roasted dry mint, black pepper, flaked pepper and butter mixture. Your Sinkonta is ready. Bon appetite! 



Lets throw seed balls to the 

nature instead of garbage 

“Seed Ball” or “Seed Bomb” might remind you different 

things. Seed Ball, which are tiny balls throwen to the soil in 

order to refresh soil, support and augment plant growth. This 

method can be used when there is no chance to plant seeds 

by digging. If you throw just seeds onto the ground they may 

eaten by animals or instincts or flewn by wind or they may 

rotted. Seeds need a shell to survive. You can throw these 

seed balls damaged lanscapes. 

 The main ingredient of this ball is clay. One can also add 

other kinds of fertilizers such as compost, worm manure and 

etc. Seed can supply it’s first nourishment from this compost. 

You can also put flower, tree, and vegetable seeds inside of 

the balls. When climatical conditions reach the most suitable 

level, seed begins to germinate and first spring comes out of 

ball. 

 Sometimes you may desire to plant these seeds to distant 

areas, at this point seed balls would help us a lot. You can 

easily thow these seeds away or leave them via drone. 

Positive Bomb Effect; 

Procure round balls made of from various types of 

seed, clay, comppost or plant soil with water. You can 

use news paper or old cardboards, as well. If you 

prefer to wear your gloves it would make it easier for 

you while to give a round shape. 

Add some water to clay which you put in a deep 

bowl. Stop adding water when clay just started to 

getting shape, otherwise it will be difficult to give it a 

round shape. Then you can put whichever seed you 

want into the ball. You can even make a mixture of 

flower and fruit seeds.  

After you prepare the balls, leave them under the sun 

or in a windy place to dry. They will be ready to 

thrown when they got hard. 

You can carry these seed balls in your bag and throw 

them wherever you want to and let the flowers 

bloom there. Collect seeds with your children, so you 

may raise them as people who are aware of nature 

and the environment.  

  



 We owe a liveable world to next generations 

As you know, with the slogan "The seas are our home, the forests are our 

breath", we collected huge amount of garbage by trucks during the clean-up 

campaign that we started in the bays near the Teos Marina. Once again, many 

thanks to the participating friends of nature. Due to our respect and love for 

nature we will carry on this kind of campaigns. 

On the other hand in order to leave a liveable environment to future 

generations, very important steps have been taken on global scale. In 2015, 

Turkey has signed the Paris Convention under United Nations Climate Change Framework consists of topics 

such as climate change reduction, adaptation and financing issues, put it wasn’t put in force until October 5, 

2021. Turkey's national contribution statement and action plan will now be put into effect. The main purpose 

of the agreement is to reduce the negative effects of climate change. And the goal is to keep global 

temperature increase under 2 degrees compared to pre-industrial revolution era, preferably stick it to 1,5 

degrees. We need to develop a framework that will enable all countries to set long-term and challenging 

targets. The simplest contribution that one can offer would be being aware of energy efficiency, at least.  

Comfort increase with innovations at marina

Recently, we asked you to fill out our survey on our website. We have received very valuable ideas and feedback from 

you. We also had the opportunity to evaluate ourselves thanks to you. Thank you very much for this. If you have not 

completed our survey or your views have changed and you have any comments that you want to let us know, you can 

always access our survey by visiting our website. As a result of the surveys, we immediately intervened and corrected 

the issues reported by our guests and the requests, especially those related to service disruptions. We started to take 

action on many issues in order to fulfill some structural and time-consuming issues. We aim to research, plan, budget 

and realize some issues in the coming periods. 

  Based on the demand of our female guests at our A-B-C piers, we are starting the renovation of the Sanitary 1 

women's section on Monday, October 18th. We will double the number of showers and toilets in the women's section. 

We will also reconstruct the existing dishwashing unit, which will be added to the women's section in terms of volume, 

outside the building during this period. We foresee that this work will take 4 weeks. While the renovation work is in 

progress, the "women" section and the "dishwashing section" in this unit will not be available, while the "men" section 

will be open for use. 

 In order to produce enough hot water for all members of our growing Teos Marina family, we replace the boilers in all 

our shower - toilet units with new ones at a volume of more than 2 times. We anticipate that it will take 1-2 days for 

one of them to change. The unit where this work is done will continue to serve, but we will not be able to offer hot 

water during the change. We will start this work on Monday, October 18th from Sanitary 1 (next to the canal). With the 

completion of the replacement in Sanitary 1, the boiler replacement will continue in Sanitary 2 and Sanitary 3. We will 

announce the day at the entrance of the Sanitary when there is no hot water. By the end of the week, we aim to have 

all our shower - WC units in working condition with new boilers. 

In order to serve more boats in our boatyard and not to keep our guests waiting due to occupancy, we are demolishing 

3 structures in our boatyard that are not used very effectively. Tower demolition is complete. The second building is 

about to be demolished. From now on, we will be able to serve 100 boats at the same time with our steel stands on 

land. We are aware that this ongoing demolition process is causing some inconveniences, and we are working with all 

our strength to minimize this inconvenience and to finish the job quickly. 

We will continue to share with you the latest innovations in Teos Marina, which we will do in order to increase your 

comfort, day by day. Thank you for being a member of Teos Marina family… 



  


